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C4D Motion Vectors in NUKE
So after struggling for a long time with trying to make a motion vector pass in Cinema
4D work in NUKE I think I found a workflow that seems to work. First off, I want to thank
the blog: http://inpyo3d.blogspot.com/. It had info on Maya Motion Vectors to NUKE
workflows and I tried to translate their methods to a C4D/NUKE workflow.
Cinema 4D
In C4D add a motion vector pass as you normally would and setup your project to
render in 32bit. Use OpenEXR. Now go to your Render Options and take note of the
Motion Scale. In this screenshot mine is set to 64.

NUKE
In NUKE setup your tree as you would then at the bottom of it pipe in a VectorBlur node.
In the VectorBlur dialogue add your MV pass from C4D to the UV Channel. Here’s
where the tricky part comes into play. Well, the math part and math is hard for me...
Thankfully some of the info I found online helped me with this part. So I found an
equation online -1*(((Motionscale - 1) * .5) / (Motionscale)). This is the equation you
must enter into the add “u” and add “v” fields of the Vectorblur node. In C4D we set are
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Motion Scale (Maximum Vector Length) to 64 so the equation I entered into the u and v
fields looked like this: -1*(((64 - 1) * .5) / (64)) which equals -0.496094. Now you can just
enter the equation into the field and NUKE will solve it or you can enter it into Chrome or
a calculator and enter the result into NUKE. Something I just wanted to point out the
NUKE manual states if your MV’s have been normalized to be between 0 and 1, you
can set the u and v values in the add control to -.5. I found using -.5 instead of -1*(((64 1) * .5) / (64)) doesn’t show a difference at least to my eyes.

Next is the multiply field. Set this to a number that matches the MB you want. I left my
offset at -.5 but you can adjust that if you are getting errors etc. but -.5 will be consistent
with C4D’s motion blur. For the method section of the Vector Blur node I recommend
forward it will give more accurate results. Also, be sure to check alpha and use the
appropriate channel. For this scene I rendered out an object buffer of my boxes and
simply shuffled that to the alpha channel for the stream.
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That is all. Below are three pictures showing MB in C4D (Physical MB), NUKE (Vector
Blur) and AE (RSMB Pro). Shown in this order. As you can see you can get very
useable results with C4D’s Motion Vector pass in NUKE. Ignore the color differences :).
C4D (Physical Motion Blur)

NUKE (Vector Blur)
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AE (RSMB Pro)

